
Klisto Introduces Event Ticketing to Its
Comprehensive Reservation Platform

LIMASSOL, CYPRUS, April 26, 2024

/EINPresswire.com/ -- Klisto, the

comprehensive reservation

marketplace, is thrilled to announce

the expansion of its services in Cyprus

with the introduction of an innovative

event ticketing system. Seamlessly

integrated with the existing reservation

system, this groundbreaking feature

offers a comprehensive solution for

managing event ticketing.  

With a suite of innovative services, Klisto has already empowered over 300 businesses across

Cyprus to streamline their operations and enhance customer experiences. From restaurants and

hotels to spas and service providers, Klisto's comprehensive reservation management system

has revolutionized the way businesses handle appointments, bookings, and reservations.

"Our mission has always been to facilitate a modern and improved lifestyle by simplifying

reservation processes," said Panayiotis Nikolaou, Brand & Product Designer at Klisto. "With the

addition of event ticketing, our platform now supports an even broader range of business and

leisure activities, ensuring that users can enjoy a seamless experience."

The updated platform boasts functionalities catering not only to businesses requiring booking

and appointment management but also to venues and organizers handling events of all scales.

From intimate workshops to grand concerts, the platform's flexibility and user-friendly interface

make it an indispensable tool for any activity involving ticketing and reservations.

"Our platform is designed for anyone seeking efficiency in their daily activities, especially

business owners and managers in industries such as restaurants, hotels, health services, and

now, event management," added Panayiotis Nikolaou. "Whether organizing a yoga class,

managing a restaurant, or hosting a concert, our platform simplifies all aspects of booking and

customer interaction."

Setting itself apart, Klisto is committed to inclusion, ensuring that its tools are accessible and

http://www.einpresswire.com
https://business.klisto.com.cy/Restaurants


beneficial for all types of businesses. By integrating various functionalities into a single platform,

Klisto helps businesses streamline operations, enhance customer satisfaction, and achieve

sustainable growth.

"At Klisto, we value time and strive to help our users reclaim theirs. Our platform's efficiency

means less time spent on administrative tasks and more on growth and customer engagement,"

remarked Panayiotis Nikolaou.

About Klisto

Established in 2022, Klisto swiftly emerged as a premier provider of reservation and event

ticketing solutions in Cyprus. The platform offers intuitive reservation management tools and

advanced event ticketing systems, empowering businesses to optimize their processes and

achieve sustainable growth. Additionally, Klisto serves as an online platform that allows users to

easily find and book reservations at a variety of restaurants and service providers.

Committed to inclusion, Klisto ensures accessibility and benefits for businesses of all types. By

seamlessly integrating functionalities, Klisto enables enhanced customer satisfaction and

streamlined operations.

Looking ahead, Klisto remains dedicated to innovation, aiming to further enhance the platform

and set industry standards. With a focus on customer satisfaction, Klisto aims to be the

preferred choice for reservation and event ticketing solutions, globally.

For more information about Klisto and its services, please visit www.klisto.com.cy /

https://business.klisto.com.cy/Restaurants
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